“The stars we don’t see” and The Young Minds Astronomers Association Report.

Since 2010, The Young Minds Astronomers Association (YMAA), have been publishing their latest findings at www.brightconstellations.com. This time, their purpose is to invite students to be part of a YMAA study.

YMAA will be accepting reports related to their last research “The Stars We Don’t See”, in which they have released information about nine new stars recently discovered. There is a debate about which of them is the hottest.

Teams should include in their reports a list of the new stars based on their temperature, from the highest to the lowest, and a detailed explanation of the procedure that was utilized to rank the stars.

All participants are encouraged to review the data provided in the YMAA research and upload their reports at www.brightconstellations.com.

Be part of this astronomical endeavor!
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